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PART - A
(Maximurn marks : l0)

Marks
Answer all questions in one or two sent€nces. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Defne Embedded System.

2- hr the ADD instuction, when is H flag bit raised.

3. In instuction "LDl R2l, K'explain why the K value cannot be larger than

255 decimal.

4. Write the need for TCCR0 Reg.

5. Define context saving.

PART - B

(Maximurn marks : 30)

Arswer any fve of the foilowing questrons. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Draw the STAIUS REG and explain the fimction of each bit.

2. List the irstuctions with data mernory.

3. What are the ways to increase the processing power of CPU.

4. List widely used C data types for the AVR microcontroller.

5. Explain the difference hrveen the C flag and V flag and where each one is used.

6. Explain what happen if both INT1F and INT2F are activated at the same time.

7 Draw the block diagram of ADC interfacing with AVR microcontoller. (5x6 = 30)
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PART- C

(Maximurn maks : 60)

(Answeronef,rllquestionfromeachunitEachfirllquestioncarries15marks.)

Urrr - I

III (a) Difference between microprocessor and microcontroller'

(b) Write the feahues of AVR microcontoller'

On

(a) With block diagram explain the fimction of GPR'

(b) Explain the data memory space allocation in fire AVR microcontoller'

Ur'rrr - II

(a) Write an ALP to ADD 0X55 in 5 times and store the result in $ 300'

(b) Explain the access of stacks in the A\rR microcontoller'

Or

(a) Explain the unconditional brranch instructions'

@) Write an ALP to find the number of one's in 0XA5

Uxn - III

\/1I (a) Write an AVR C program to toggle all the bits of PORTB 10,000 times'

O) Wrth block diagram explain the Timerl module'

On

Vn (a) Write steps in enabling an intem.rpt and explain why we cannot use RET

instead of RETI as the last insfuction of an ISR'

O) Write an AVR C progam to convsrt FDH to decimal and display the digits

on PORTB, PORTC, PORTD.

Uun - IV

(a) Explain with block diagmm about LCD interfacing.

(b) List the features of ATMega32 ADC.

On

X (a) Explain with figure about the interfacing of ternperahre sensor to AVR

Micromntoller.

(b) Explain how wave can be generated using Tima0 module with figwe.
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